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Red Crescent Emergency Dispatcher 

 
Levantine Arabic transcript: 

 
شKE5 یKL1 آDEF GHI6 ال . ا"%@ ة/أA%B $C@? أ&!< م= ا">;ل ا9&! ، ب4567 ب$123$ف وا".-ارئ ب ام ا). م &%$: ا"! أة

dispatch>&و وا O@!"ا P-!Qب K"ّآ? إ & ، . TUأو &$دث 2@  أو وا&< و ?"$& KX إذا آ$ن ،=@L[اء ا"!-ا>C ،اء>L"ن، ا-]E6"ا ^E6Qب
أول شK رU^ تOC-]E، اذا آ$ن . م>!K6 آ!-d[?، بE6Q^ ا"L<اء، ب$خb ا"!E1-م$ت آ$مE?. أو أي یKL1 &$"? تQ" KF>6Q@$رة إ12$ف

 وبg-ن checklistا"Q@$رة بg6-ن مi<jة م= ا"h%H، بC-g-ا EL@E!F>$ . "-ا، ب.TE ا"Q@$رة م= LF<يب$"%@U ،f<یP !F e، ش- م$
ب>!KL آr@  أC- ا"Q@$رة ب2q ع وfU . م>!K6 أت%T مT ا"Q@$رة "A< م$ ت-4B ا"!-p $<@X .TU$بo، وmn$2، وم6.-ع أو م6<رب

KL1وی ،?"$A"ا fC$ش- آ  sL"ا t5ب، ب-E.!"ا TU-!E" 4B-ت KL1ی f<6Cإ GEخ -C9 ب ت$ح $Cه-ن أ TU-!E" ا-EB-ی wب 
ه-ن "!$ ی-EB-ا ا"7%$ب "TU-!E بI% وKC آ@x ا"-Tp، آ@x مr; إذا KX &$دث KX ، @2 مH$ب@= آr@ ، ب<ه^ . م>!K6 ا9و"@?
?@C$2@$رة ث . Tم mQLب $Cب@= آ!$ن أ$H!"ا Tpو x@76[@$ت آQ!"ا Tم mQCوإذا آ$ن ب<ه^ أ ،?@C$2@$رة ث z1%Lب =@A" D]76Q!"ا

  @HLب f1E[ K{"رة إ$@Q"م>!? ا K<6L6ب D]76Q!"خ4 ا>C $اول م $L&وب1< ه@| ه-ن إ ،D]76Q!E" رة$@Q"رات أو ا$@Q"4 اB-م$ ت
]%1$ م4r م$ E6EU|، م>!L6$ مe بw أC- &$دث 2@  أو شK، إ&L$ تLp 1$ مg@" ;r-ن KX آ-ارث ]%@1@? . مq6ه%@= "A<ث {خ 
یKL1 إ&L$ آKL@.QEX �17 ب16L ض 9آr  م= &$دث . ذا وf1U بL$ی?، B$ر أ&<اث، إذا B$ر م-اج>$تمr;، م4r بL$ی$ت، إ

 @rgم= ه@| ب  r16 ض 9آLب $L&إ ،TUأو وا&< وا ،tرام ا)، . 2@ ، وا&< م ی ?�.Lم f@ب ی  @H6آ!$ن &-ادث ب KX KL1ی
C $L&�1 إB آ!$ن ه$يiاج-& KX ن-gب ،$<@X $L&إ K{"إ ?�.L!"ت<خ4 م.�? أو ا $<Cإ KF>6Qت ;rم Pو�د KX إذا آ$ن ،$<EّB-

X$ یKL1 ه$داآ!$ن آr@  . ا"�<س، ه$ي إ&L$مe مC $LE& H<خKC$1L%X $<@X 4 م= شE5? أول شK ا"A-اجi، ت$KC شB K$ر ا"j<ار
$L@EF �1B .$LF KX $L&إ wب ،?"$A"4 ا�LCو TU-!E" 4B-Cو >F$QC ر>�Lب eی>U ،$L6!<!م ب-�Lب $L&إ KL1ی eم Kه K{"ت إ$U$F3ا 

?"$A"ب>$ي ا KL1�1 دور یE@ا ا3&6;ل ب-p ب -Cأ ^gAوب ،KL@.QEX �17إ&!$ آ KL1ی ^gAب K1@?، ه@%[ . ت و�دة�$& $LF K]X
مr; ت!f ا"-�دة DEF ا"A-اجC9 ،i- آ$ن KX إKX ،?U$F آ!$ن &$�ت یKL1 ب<ال م$ إ&EB-C $L>$ ب71  دU$یm، ب1< ا"j<ار، 

>j"خ4وج-د ا>C mی [ KU;C xEC $م =@%F KL1ی ،?F$Qب $<EB-C $C B ،ر ..ار$B  @rآ $L6!<ب1<ت، وم  @rت آ$X$Q!"ا KL1ی
KE@I6م$ ت KL1ی  rأآ ،?U$Fإ $<@X .  

  
English translation: 

 
Woman:  Hello, I’m Sobhiyyeh Ahmad from the Red Crescent. I work in relief and emergency in 
Ramallah/Al-Bireh. My work, I mean as a specialization, on dispatch -- the action which they 
call the 101.1  I receive the phone calls, the calls, the calls of the citizens … if there is a case, or a 
traffic accident, or some one fell, or any case that requires an ambulance. My mission, as an 
employee … I receive the call, I take the complete information; the first thing is his phone 
number, if he is at his house, how old is he, what is [wrong] with him.  I send out a car prepared 
since the morning, one which they already have done a checklist for -- it has an officer, and a 
driver, and a volunteer, or a trainee, regardless. My task is to follow up with the car until it 
arrives at the location.  I care the most that the car arrives at the required location in the fastest 
time, regardless of what the case was. And, when they arrive at the location, that is it.   I rest, 
because that is it -- my primary task is over. Here, when the guys arrive at the location they tell 
me what the situation is; for example, if there is a traffic accident, if there are many casualties, 
do they want another car -- we will send another car. And if they wanted me to coordinate with 
the hospitals, how [what] is the situation of the causalities; also, I coordinate with the hospital 
until the cars or the car arrives at the hospital.  And after that … here, when we first enter the 
hospital, the task of the car that was sent out ends.  We become ready for another event.  
 

                                                 
1 The “101”emergency number is the equivalent to “911” in the U.S. 



Of course, as I told you, our task is not just a traffic accident or something. We have been 
exposed to, for example, to natural disasters, for example, buildings … if a building fell down, if 
events happen, or if clashes happen, I mean we are …  as Palestinian people, we are exposed to 
more than traffic accidents, or someone sick, or someone fell [fallen]; we are exposed to much 
more than this. I mean there are accidents that happen outside the area of Ramallah, or the area in 
which we are. There are checkpoints, which make it difficult for us to get there -- if there is a 
midwife who is needed to enter the area of Jerusalem, which is an area we are not allowed to 
enter. So we are suffering from the issue of, first, checkpoints; second, there came the wall, so 
this is very difficult for us. I mean we carry out our task, as much as we can help and reach the 
site and transport the case, but we have the obstructions [to deal with], which are abnormal; it is 
because we are Palestinians and because the occupation plays a role in this case. So we have 
births that happened, the birth, on checkpoints, because there was an obstruction. There are also 
cases at which we could arrive in ten minutes, but after the construction of the wall it takes us an 
hour to get there -- I mean, while we go around and find a way to enter. The distances became 
really far from each other, and our task became more obstructed, more than you can imagine.        
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